Risk and protective factors in the clinical rehabilitation of chronic back pain

Objective: Chronic back pain (CBP) can lead to disability and burden. In addition to its medical causes, its development is influenced by psychosocial risk factors, the so-called flag factors, which are categorized and integrated into many treatment guidelines. Currently, most studies investigate single flag factors, which limit the estimation of individual factor significance in the development of chronic pain. Furthermore, factors concerning patients’ lifestyle, biography and treatment history are often neglected. Therefore, the objectives of the present study are to identify commonly neglected factors of CBP and integrate them into an analysis model comparing their significance with established flag factors.

Methods: A total of 24 patients and therapists were cross-sectionally interviewed to identify commonly neglected factors of CBP. Subsequently, the impact of these factors was surveyed in a longitudinal study. In two rehabilitation clinics, CBP patients (n=145) were examined before and 6 months after a 3-week inpatient rehabilitation. Outcome variables, chronicification factor pain experience (CF-PE) and chronicification factor disability (CF-D), were ascertained with confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) of standardized questionnaires. Predictors were evaluated using stepwise calculations of simple and multiple regression models.

Results: Through interviews, medical history, iatrogenic factors, poor compliance, critical life events (LEs), social support (SS) type and effort–reward were identified as commonly neglected factors. However, only the final three held significance in comparison to established factors such as depression and pain-related cognitions. Longitudinally, lifestyle factors found to influence future pain were initial pain, physically demanding work, nicotine consumption, gender and rehabilitation clinic. LEs were unexpectedly found to be a strong predictor of future pain, as were the protective factors, reward at work and perceived SS.

Discussion: These findings shed insight regarding often overlooked factors in the development of CBP, suggesting that more detailed operationalization and superordinate frameworks would be beneficial to future research.

Conclusion: In particular, LEs should be taken into account in future research. Protective factors should be integrated in therapeutic settings.
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Introduction
Low back pain is the most predominant form of back pain with the lifetime prevalence being between 51% and 84%. The 1-year incidence of a first episode ranges from 13.5% to 26.2%, but the rate of recurrence is even greater, 24.0%–80.0% in a 1-year follow-up. Approximately 8.5% of these affected persons then go on to develop chronic back pain (CBP). With an international prevalence of 23%, CBP is the most...
common form of chronic pain and is a frequent cause of short-term disability, absenteeism at work and the enormous economic consequences they entail.1,5

CBP affects all ages and social classes, whereby the majority of affected persons show no specific somatic pathology. Attributing the biopsychosocial model, different social and psychological factors seem to exert considerable influence on the chronification of back pain.6 These factors support the development of prolonged disability, chronicity and failure to return to work. These are described with the term flag factors.7 The flag system represents a conceptual framework, which includes both actuarial data and individually assessed risk factors, while offering a systems perspective through clinical and occupational elements.8 This helps practitioners to distinguish between individual perception and objective features to then create specific interventions targeted at modifiable risks. In the past, the following factors have been proposed in different flag domains:9

- sociodemographic factors such as age, gender, socioeconomic status and cultural conditions,4,10
- behavioral factors such as fear avoidance, endurance, catastrophizing, anxiety and depression,10–13 and
- occupational factors such as employment status/dissatisfaction/expectations/body posture and social support (SS) at the workplace.14–18

Flag domains are often further divided into subcategories of yellow, red and blue flags, depending on their estimated impact,7 whereby the yellow flags are most established. A further subcategory, orange, encompasses factors whose influence remain unclear.9 However, this division into different colors is generally based on reviews and/or studies testing single flag factors. Here, one must use caution, as how these flag factors interact is still unknown. Furthermore, orange factors (e.g., life events [LEs]), confounding lifestyle factors (e.g., substance abuse, obesity, physical activity, sleep, etc.) or medical care factors (e.g., medication, medical care provider, treatment history, etc.) are rarely integrated into these studies, nor are their interactions tested together with the aforementioned established flag factors. Especially, protective factors, such as SS, are not incorporated in the flag approach to risk identification.

In addition to these neglected factors, the methods of flag factor operationalization remain vague. For example, work-related stress is often defined as low job satisfaction, demanding physical work, interpersonal stress at work or as “heavy work with little opportunity to modify duties”.7,14,17,19,20 The situation is similar to distress, often operationalized as general stress without considering the type, frequency or impact of a stressor.19 Most operationalizations also lack key stressors (such as lack of gratification, LEs or social isolation), which stimulate activity on pathophysiological pathways and lead to an accumulation of physiological load over time – as is also described in the neuromatrix theory of pain.21–26 Furthermore, many studies suffer from a weak operationalization of the outcome pain. It is often measured only using single parameters (e.g., visual analog scale), which extremely limits the impact of the results.9

For this reason, the objective of the present study was twofold: 1) to qualitatively identify commonly neglected factors of CBP, not yet extensively researched or part of the flag catalog and 2) to investigate their significance in comparison to established flag factors in the treatment of CBP in which clear operationalization of flag factors and the outcome pain were applied.

Methods

Design

Preliminary study

Identification of commonly neglected factors of CBP related to lifestyle, medical, social, as well as biographical contexts, through structured interviews was conducted in two orthopedic rehabilitation clinics in Berlin-Brandenburg. Afterward, interviews were analytically evaluated for content.27

Treatment study

Based on preliminary study results, a longitudinal study was designed and participants were recruited in one of two orthopedic rehabilitation clinics. Psychometric assessments took place before (t1) and 6 months after inpatient orthopedic rehabilitation (t2). A medical examination was conducted at baseline.

Predictor variables were derived from theoretical (potential factors) and empirical (factors identified in the preliminary study) sources and then operationalized to the greatest extent using standardized psychometric tests. To measure the back pain criterion, a variety of pain questionnaires were used, yielding the assessment of two important dimensions of chronic pain, chronification factor pain experience (CF-PE) and chronification factor disability (CF-D).

Participants

Preliminary study

Ten health care providers (four doctors, four physiotherapists and two psychologists; age: 50.7 ± 0.6 years; six males) and 14 CBP patients (age 47.8 ± 4.0 years, five males) were recruited at two orthopedic rehabilitation clinics. Inclusion criterion enforced for health care providers was professional
experience >5 years. Health care providers from all health care areas were included. Patients were eligible to participate if they had suffered from CBP (ICD-10, M50–M54) upon admission to their 3-week inpatient rehabilitation in an orthopedic clinic. Other inclusion criteria included, 1) age: 35–60 years; 2) conservatively treated or operated slipped disks and spinal canal stenosis of the entire spinal column (chronification prior to operation <1 year); 3) a duration of illness >3 months, and 4) acute discomfort. Patients with relapse operations were excluded. Inclusion criteria were based on social laws in Germany, which protect the legal right for inpatient rehabilitation in certified rehabilitation clinics, offering the same treatment framework (§21, SGB IX).28

Treatment study
A total of 220 patients matched all inclusion criteria and were asked to participate in the treatment study. In all, 60 patients refused to take part and 14 more patients had to be excluded because they did not complete necessary parts of the questionnaires (e.g., pain questions), leading to a final sample at t1 of 145 participants (participation rate: 67%; age: 48.5 ± 6.4 years; female = 73%, 96% Germans). A total of 111 participants (age: 48.80 ± 6.4 years; dropout: 26.21%) took part at the follow-up (on average 6.6 months later) (Figure 1). Both clinics offered multimodal treatments (manual, exercise and psychological) conforming to the standardized treatment protocol of the German pension foundation clinics.

Survey procedure
Preliminary study instruments
To reveal influencing factors of CBP from the perspective of health care providers and individuals concerned, two interview guidelines were created, one for health care providers and one for patients. The interview guidelines for health care providers focused on their experience concerning causes for CBP, typical treatment courses and individually preferred treatments. Patient guidelines focused on pain history (starting from first occurrence to development, medical treatment and rehabilitation). Patients further described their biography in as much detail as possible (childhood, relationships, job career, leisure time activities, prior illnesses and critical LEs). Both interview guidelines were constructed in a way to allow open answering, spontaneous expression and a dialogue as natural as possible.29,30

Treatment study instruments: baseline prediction variables
Stress was assessed using the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), which examines the frequency of stress experiences in the last 12 months (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.83).31 Critical LEs were obtained through the short version of the inventory of life-changing events, which inquires about the total number of events, temporal sequences, 1) maximum 1 year ago, 2) 1–5 years ago, 3) 5–10 years ago, and 4) over 10 years ago, as well as the developmental stage in which the event occurred (childhood: ≤11 years, adolescence: 12–25 years, adulthood: >25 years).32 Stress at the workplace was evaluated using the Effort–Reward Imbalance (ERI) questionnaire (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.82), which assesses the perceived balance between individual effort and reward in the context of work.33 For better comprehensibility, the degree of balance between effort and reward was log-transformed.34

Anxiety and depression were quantified by the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS-D; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.87). Pain-related cognitions were assessed using the Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (FABQ-D; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.86).35,36

Sociodemographic and social status were characterized with the Winkler-Scheuch-Index (WSI), which represents social classes and ranges from 3 (lowest score) to 21.37 Furthermore, lifestyle factors (cigarette and alcohol consumption, medication intake, physical activity) and medical care factors (insurance, doctor’s visits, plans for disability pension) were obtained by standardized single questions.38

Subjective pain was acquired through the Chronic Pain Grade (CPG) questionnaire, an instrument for classifying pain patients in terms of subjective pain intensity (PI; 0 = “no pain” to 100 = “the worst pain imaginable”) and disability (DS; 0 = “no disability” to 100 = “I was incapable of doing anything”) in the past 3 months (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.83).39

Treatment study instruments: criterion variables
Follow-ups comprised extensive, standardized CBP questionnaires yielding an assessment of pain experience and disability; two important dimensions of chronic pain.
Subjective pain
In addition to the CPG questionnaire described earlier (t2) Cronbach’s alpha = 0.95, participants completed the pain description list (Schmerzbeschreibungsliste, SBL), which describes sensory and affective pain components.40

Psychosomatic symptoms were assessed with the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI; SCL-60; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96).41

Health-related quality of life was evaluated using the Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36), which includes both physical (PCS) and mental health (MCS) components that are scored between 0 and 100 (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.96).42 Each of these components can be further divided into four scales: physical functioning, role-physical, bodily pain and general health and vitality, social functioning, role-emotional and mental health.

Work ability was evaluated using the Work Ability Index (WAI; Cronbach’s alpha = 0.85), which determines work ability through seven dimensions.43 For all dimensions, a greater score indicates greater estimated work ability. Summing up dimensions yields a WAI that ranges from 7 (“minimal work ability”) to 49 (“maximum work ability”).

Evaluation and data analysis
Preliminary study
After transcribing interviews and anonymizing all necessary information pertaining to the interview partner, data were evaluated using qualitative content analyses as suggested by Mayring and Fenzl44 using a categorization system with the software MAXQDA.

Treatment study
Data were analyzed descriptively using the IBM SPSS Statistics program and the statistics software R. Before regression calculations, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used to operationalize different chronicity dimensions (pain/disability). Thereby, a two-factor structure with factors “experience of pain” and “disability due to pain” was assumed (Figure 2). Analysis confirmed the two-factor structure ($\chi^2[13, 105] = 16.080, p = 0.245, \text{root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)} = 0.048, \text{comparative fit index (CFI)} = 0.994$) with a good model fit. This led to the usage of the two CF-factor scores “experience of pain” (CF-PE) and “disability due to pain” (CF-D) in the analysis of overall chronification. The CF-D bundled CPG subscale “subjective disability”, SF-36 sub-scales “physical function” and “physical role function” and WAI. Indicators for pain experience factor (CF-PE) were CPG subscale “subjective PI,” SBL subscale “affective pain experience” and SF-36 subscale “physical pain.” While CF-D represents a clear dimension of functional disability and work inability, CF-PE summarizes different dimensions (affective, psychosomatic and intensity of pain). Greater values for CF factors suggest greater disability or more intense pain experiences (factor scores for CF-D [0.05

Figure 2 CFA using a two-factor model “disability due to pain” (CF-D) and “experience of pain” (CF-PE).

Abbreviations: CFA, confirmatory factor analysis; CPG, Chronic Pain Grade Questionnaire; SF-36, Short-Form Health Survey; WAI, Work Ability Index; BSI, Brief Symptom Inventory; SBL, Schmerzbeschreibungsliste (pain description list); CF-PE, chronification factor pain experience; CF-D, chronification factor disability.
Afterward, the influences of commonly neglected lifestyle and medical care factors (identified in the preliminary study and literature) were calculated in separate regression models for both dimensions (CF-PE and CF-D). In a second step, all significant lifestyle and medical care factors were entered into one multiple regression model to assess their influence on pain and disability (CF-PE and CF-D). Finally, all remaining lifestyle and medical care factors were used as control variables within multiple regression models where the influence on pain and disability (CF-PE and CF-D) of established flag factors (e.g., pain-related cognitions, anxiety, depression and stress), commonly neglected factors (e.g., LEs, job gratification) and protective factors (e.g., SS) was assessed. All calculations controlled for age and initial pain at baseline.

To observe development over time, the time interval between baseline and follow-up was centered on the total average value of 6.6 months and fed into all multiple regression models as a control variable. Group differences were tested using dependent t-tests and Cohen’s standardized effect size.46

Ethics approval
All participants, including therapists, provided written informed consent prior to study participation. This research is in accordance with the latest revision of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the ethics review board of the University of Potsdam (01/2012).

Results
Preliminary study
Patients’ interviews named recent LEs (e.g., divorce), stress or an ERI at the workplace (e.g., lack of gratification, high pressure) as well as medical care factors (iatrogenic factors, case history, duration, therapy implements) most often as reasons for their onsets of pain episodes and their individual pain history. In contrast, medical experts designated attitudes (e.g., endurance), ERI in the workplace, unfavorable imbalances in family context (SS/family demands), gender (female), poor treatment compliance and medical care factors (iatrogenic factors) as reasons for the pain histories of their patients.

Treatment study
Descriptions
Lifestyle and medical care
Almost all participants were primarily covered by statutory health insurances (Table 1). Their distance to medical care providers was low (distance: general physician: $M = 4.6 \pm 6.1$ km; specialist: $M = 9.7 \pm 9.4$ km; hospital: $M = 8.8 \pm 8.1$ km), with high utilization grades and medication access. On average, participants had been to their general physician three times ($3.0 \pm 3.1$) and their specialist four times ($4.4 \pm 3.8$) in the past 3 months. All participants had completed at least secondary education and were receiving a net household income ranging from $<€2,250$ (66%) up to €3,000 (19%). In all, 37% of participants performed their work while seated and 36% regularly lifted heavy loads (>20 kg). Approximately 40% of participants smoked tobacco regularly, 20% drank alcohol regularly, and 40% were physically active.

Health and social context
Participants reported moderate satisfaction with their general health ($4.6 \pm 2.3$), sleep conditions ($5.2 \pm 2.8$) and SS. In terms of workplace stress, 76% of participants expressed feelings of exerting great effort for minimal reward, which led them to experience unfavorable imbalances at work. Regarding the participants’ stress biographies, an average score of $9.9 \pm 5.5$ for critical LEs was observed, of which, 16% had occurred during the past year, 41% in the past 5 years, 18% in the past 10 years and 16% over 10 years ago. Nearly all events (91%) were experienced in adulthood (>25 years of age) and classified as moderately stressful ($2.2 \pm 0.7$). Subjective stress, anxiety and depression were compared with German reference data for depressive episodes.46 Between 12% and 19% of participants fell into the clinically relevant range at either $t_0$ or $t_1$ (depression: $t_0 = 16\%$, $t_1 = 12\%$; anxiety: $t_0 = 15\%$, $t_1 = 19\%$).

Pain (intensity, disability and handicap)
Rehabilitation led to a significant reduction in pain intensity (CPG PI $t_1$: $57.7 \pm 18.2$ and $t_2$: $44.4 \pm 23.6$, $t [101] = 5.74$, $p < 0.05$, $d = –0.57$) and pain disability (CPG DS $t_1$: $60.4 \pm 26.0$ and $t_2$: $35.0 \pm 27.0$, $t [100] = 8.75$, $p < 0.05$, $d = –0.87$). Handicap, operationalized as days of disability, was also significantly reduced ($t_1$: $50.1 \pm 23.9$ and $t_2$: $13.2 \pm 24.9$, $t [78] = 8.97$, $p < 0.05$, $d = –1.01$). Descriptive values for the two impairment components, CF-D and CF-PE, were $0.1 \pm 2.1$ and $–0.1 \pm 3.1$, respectively.

Commonly neglected lifestyle and medical care factors
Addressing the study’s first aim, separate regression models revealed a significant influence from the lifestyle and medical care factors, gender, clinic, income, demanding physical work, smoking, and general sleep quality in the prediction of both
pain experience and disability (CF-PE and CF-D) 6 months after rehabilitation (Table 2). Initial pain intensity and disability were also significant predictors of pain experience and disability (CF-PE and CF-D) 6 months after rehabilitation.

When including all significant lifestyle and medical care factors mentioned earlier into one multiple regression model together, it was determined that gender, initial pain intensity, clinic, demanding physical work and smoking remained
significant in their prediction of future experience of pain (CF-PE). Within the prediction of future disability due to pain (CF-D), only initial pain disability, demanding physical work, and clinic persisted in their significance (Table 3).

These remaining significant factors (Table 3) were identified as robust and were used as control variables in the subsequent multiple regression models for the prediction of pain. This comprehensive model included established flag factors (pain related cognitions, anxiety, depression and stress), commonly neglected factors (LEs and job gratification) and protective factors (SS; Table 4).

### Influence of established, commonly neglected and protective factors under control of robust lifestyle and medical care factors

#### Pain-related cognitions

Patients showed a stronger pain experience (CF-PE) and disability (CF-D) 6 months after rehabilitation, when reporting a bad prognosis regarding their own ability to return to work. Neither participants’ perceived assumption that back pain was caused by physical activity nor that it was caused by work had a significant effect (physical activity: CF-PE: \(\beta = 0.06, p = 0.56\); CF-D: \(\beta = -0.04, p = 0.75\); work: CF-PE: \(\beta = 0.14, p = 0.23\); CF-D: \(\beta = 0.05, p = 0.74\)).

#### Anxiety and depression

More depressive symptoms at baseline resulted in a greater experience of pain (CF-PE) and disability (CF-D) 6 months after rehabilitation, though marginal for pain experience. Anxiety had no influences (CF-PE: \(\beta = 0.00, p = 0.99\); CF-D: \(\beta = 15, p = 0.21\)).

#### Social support

Of all the SS dimensions, only perceived emotional support was significant for future disability due to pain. People with stronger perceived emotional support experienced fewer disabilities due to their pain, but their experience of pain was unaffected (CF-PE: \(\beta = -0.10, p = 0.29\)). All other subscales (received emotional support, CF-PE: \(\beta = -0.04, p = 0.72\); CF-D: \(\beta = -0.02, p = 0.98\); perceived instrumental support, \(\beta < 0.01\)) were not significant in their prediction of future experience of pain (CF-PE) respectively initial DS and age (CF-D: \(\beta = 0.00, p = 0.98\); perceived instrumental support, \(\beta < 0.01\)).

### Table 3 Prediction of CF-D and CF-PE at \(t_1\) (beginning of back pain rehabilitation) using lifestyle/demography and profession

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influencing factors</th>
<th>Disability (CF-D)</th>
<th>Experience of pain (CF-PE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(b) (\beta)</td>
<td>(p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-6.14</td>
<td>&lt;0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (dummy basis: female)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic (dummy basis: clinic 1)</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.01**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking (dummy basis: yes)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General sleep</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI (according to CPG questionnaire)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain disability (according to CPG questionnaire)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Multiple regression models: pain experience (CF-PE): \(R^2 = 0.365, F(7,66) = 6.99\); disability (CF-D): \(R^2 = 0.323, F(4,55) = 8.04\); controlled for initial PI and age (CF-PE) respectively initial DS and age (CF-D); \(p < 0.10\), \(p < 0.05\), \(p < 0.01\).

**Abbreviations:** PI, pain intensity; CPG, Chronic Pain Grade; CF-PE, chronification factor pain experience; CF-D, chronification factor disability.

### Table 4 Results from separate multiple regression analyses predicting CF-PE and CF-D from established and often neglected risk factors of CBP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Factors in models</th>
<th>Disability (CF-D)</th>
<th>Experience of pain (CF-PE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(\beta) (R^2) Model fit</td>
<td>(\beta) (R^2) Model fit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Prognosis of returning to work</td>
<td>0.29* 0.34 F (6.53) = 6.10**</td>
<td>0.23* 0.41 F (8.70) = 7.87**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>0.31** 0.40 F (6.53) = 7.58**</td>
<td>0.18* 0.40 F (8.69) = 6.23**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>Perceived emotional support</td>
<td>-0.23* 0.34 F (6.54) = 6.11**</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>Average intensity of LEs</td>
<td>0.27* 0.28 F (6.48) = 4.53**</td>
<td>0.31** 0.40 F (8.62) = 6.88**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.22* 0.43 F (8.68) = 8.15**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>Overcommitment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.27* 0.45 F (8.68) = 8.76**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>ERI</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.20* 0.40 F (8.82) = 6.75**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Standardized regression coefficient (\(\beta\)), explained variance (\(R^2\)) and the model fit for each tested model; M1–M7 indicate separate models. All analyses for CF-PE were controlled for the factors that had a significant influence on CF-PE in the second set of regression analyses for the time period between \(t_1\) (beginning of back pain rehabilitation) and \(t_2\) (6 months after back pain rehabilitation) (participants’ age, gender, clinic, PI at \(t_1\), physical workload and smoking). All analyses for CF-D controlled for the factors that had a significant influence on CF-SE in the second set of regression analyses for the time period between \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) (participants’ age, clinic, demanding physical work and disability at \(t_1\)); \(p < 0.1\), \(p < 0.05\) and \(p < 0.01\).
CF-PE: $\beta = -0.04$, $p = 0.72$; CF-D: $\beta = -0.10$, $p = 0.38$; received instrumental support, CF-PE: $\beta = -0.10$, $p = 0.30$; CF-D: $\beta = -0.18$, $p = 0.16$; received informational support, CF-PE: $\beta = -0.06$, $p = 0.54$; CF-D: $\beta = -0.12$, $p = 0.34$; satisfaction with received SS, CF-PE: $\beta = -0.06$, $p = 0.52$; CF-D: $\beta = -0.08$, $p = 0.50$) had no influence.

**Stress**

Subjective perception of stress did not have any significant association with either pain disability ($\beta = -0.06$, $p = 0.60$) or pain experience ($\beta = 0.09$, $p = 0.41$).

**LEs**

The number of experienced LEs revealed no significant influence on back pain disability ($\beta = 0.02$, $p = 0.88$) or pain experience ($\beta = 0.04$, $p = 0.68$). However, analysis of stress caused by life-changing events indicated a significant positive association with disability and pain experience 6 months after rehabilitation.

**Effort–reward at work**

Finally, neither effort ($\beta = 0.06$, $p = 0.62$), reward ($\beta = -0.07$, $p = 0.59$), overcommitment ($\beta = 0.06$, $p = 0.61$) nor an ERI ($\beta = 0.06$, $p = 0.60$) at work was associated with pain disability. Pain experience, one the other hand, was associated with effort, overcommitment and an ERI at work. People reporting higher degrees of effort at their jobs, who were highly committed to their jobs and who sensed a stronger imbalance between effort and reward, experienced on average stronger pain.

**Discussion**

Our preliminary results provide an interesting insight into the perspectives of CBP patients and health care providers that indeed extends previous knowledge. It is now obvious that LE, a factor described as a possible orange flag factor with weak influence, plays an important role in the genesis of back pain chronicity. Also impressive is how health care providers and patients alike reported similar causes of chronicity and emphasize the influence of iatrogenic factors that are rarely discussed in the scientific community. Furthermore, the patients emphasized the balance between effort and reward at the workplace, and to a lesser extent, distress at the workplace, as it is described in other flag catalogs. Health care providers additionally underlined the importance of a good social environment and support.

Interestingly, the causes reported in our preliminary study interviews were clearly substantiated in our quantita-
and modulation of pain in different brain areas. Anxiety, an orange factor more related to movement and physical awareness, was not found to be relevant in our study. Both depression and anxiety results were in line with other flag catalogs.5,9,40,51

Perceived stress had no significant effect on pain after general assessment (e.g., asking about upsetting, difficult and uncontrollable situations in the last month). Yet by evaluating specific stress forms, such as critical LEs, influences on future pain experience and disability could be depicted. LEs were in fact the single best predictor of pain experience in this study, although associations between age at the time of the event (childhood vs adolescence vs adulthood) were not observed. These results agree with life course research emphasizing the significance of cumulative LE burden for health outcomes if they are detrimental (e.g., high impact or non-normative, refer Filipp and Aymanns52). Regarding SS, only perceived emotional support was predictive of future disability caused by pain. People claiming stronger emotional support reported less disability 6 months after rehabilitation. Received emotional support and perceived/received instrumental support had no influences. The perception of positive feelings seemed to be an important protective factor and more relevant than received support. This association, proven also in SS research, raises the question as to whether protective factors, such as SS, should be integrated into flag catalogs as important resources. Finally, people exerting more effort at their work, who were more committed and reported an imbalance between effort and reward, also reported stronger pain experiences, but not disability. Obviously, overcommitment and greater effort at work led to a stronger perception of pain. Reward, though, appeared as a protective factor. This provides a significantly more differentiated insight into work-related factors than previous studies. The few studies focusing on the concept of ERI are predominantly related to different musculoskeletal problems in professional but not clinical contexts.53,54

**Conclusion**

Study strength is the clear operationalization of predictors and outcome as well as the integration of different flag factors in a one analysis procedure resulting in a direct comparison. In summary, established risk (e.g., depression) and protective factors (e.g., age) of CBP were confirmed, while commonly neglected factors (e.g., LE, SS) were proven influential. The impact of LEs in the development of chronic pain should be further investigated and added to risk flag catalogs. Protective factors, such as perceived support and subjective feelings of a positive future work ability prognosis, could be implemented in therapeutic settings with the integration of family members or friends in the medical care process. This could complement existing multimodal treatment components, which already aim to treat depression and fear-avoidance behavior. Implications concerning iatrogenic factors, e.g., of pain medication abuse, still remain unclear. In this study, this problem was not shown to be statistically relevant, although it is often reported by affected persons.

**Limitations**

Using a CFA, we focused on the most robust outcome variables and avoided measuring with single dimensions (CPG, WAI, etc.), which is customary in many studies due to different operationalizations of pain experience, pain perception and PI. The calculation procedure based on actuarial methods can be criticized. However, we view this as a study strength due to regression models with multiple covariables (and a stepwise approach up to the final model) suffering from prediction precision upon variable quantities. Further analysis through regression trees or shrinkage methods would be most appropriate to filter the strongest predictors of future CBP development. Furthermore, this study evokes a discussion in the matter of how flag factors are handled and differentiated into colors/categories. Owing to the amount of declared yellow and blue flags, which have influence on predicting future pain, we were forced to limit our test battery. Therefore, further important parameters such as coping, catastrophizing and mood are unfortunately missing in this study. The transfer to practical application is not addressed here, but warrants further future discussion.
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